


Welcome to GIRLS thINC Outside the Box: 
A Strong, Smart & Bold Experience brought to you by 

Girls Inc. of Metro Denver!
 

 

Dear Girls Inc. Girls and Families,
 

Welcome to your Girls in Science GIRLS thINC Outside the Box! As you read 

this magazine, look for this symbol to show you the box contest where you 

can participate and win cool prizes!
 

Science is such an amazing field - it’s everywhere you look! My whole life, science

has been my happy place. So I decided to become an electrical engineer (EE),

which is one of the many fields within engineering. As an EE, I design the way that

buildings are powered. Everything from where you plug in your phone, to the type of

lights in each room, to any system that needs electricity. Can you think of other ways

that buildings need electricity? 
 

Electrical is just one type of engineering. As an engineer, you can learn how to make

buildings work, how to feed the world, how to build a reusable rocket, and so much

more. This month’s box will give you a taste of just how diverse the science field is!

You will get to try many different kinds of science in this box to see which ones you

like best - from food science (how to create new flavors) to engineering (how to

design and build things) to physiology (how your body works). 
 

My hope for you is that you find your happy place in the science world. I’m sure that

at least one of the activities in this box will speak to you even if you didn’t know it

before, so be BOLD and give them a try! Maybe you will make the next big discovery

in science!
 
Con mucho cariño,
Laura Mersmann
Senior Electrical Engineer and Girls Inc. of Metro Denver Board member
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Let's Read!

Find a cozy spot to read Cece Loves
Science or Izzy Newton and the
S.M.A.R.T. Squad or BOTH!
 
When you have finished reading the
book grab your journal and answer
these Reflection questions below.

1

your books

your journal and pencil

When you think about science what

comes to mind? What subjects do

you like to study in science?

Write about a time you had an

exciting conversation about science

or something new you learned with

your friends. 

Write down some of the ways you

are like Cece and how you are

different.

 

Allie’s grandmother tells the girls

that “well behaved women seldom

make history.” What does this saying

mean to you?

One of Cece’s favorite questions is

WHAT IF? What WHAT IF questions do

you have about science, our world,

animals, our pets, food, etc.?

Izzy and her friends use science to 

 solve mysteries. What did you learn

from them? Which ideas could you use

to investigate something in your life?



Keep Reading!

Medium: Reading Level 3rd-4th

Spicy: Reading Level 4th-6th

Jada Jones: Rock Star 
by Kelly Starling Lyons 

Go to your local library and check
out these books to learn more about
girls in science!

Marsha is Magnetic
by Beth Ferry

Whenever Abby colors, her

crayons snap in two. Ugh!! 

Why do all crayons break?! 

So Abby invents the world's 

first UNBREAKABLE CRAYONS!

Marsha has no friends to invite

to her birthday party. Marsha

uses the scientific method and

her creativity to attract as many

friends as she can—what could

possibly go wrong?

Mild: Reading Level K-2nd

Abby Invents 
Unbreakable Crayons 
by Dr. Arlyne Simon

2

Frankie Sparks and the 
Lucky Charm 
by Megan Frazer Blakemore

Ruby Goldberg’s Bright Idea 
by Anna Humphrey

Born Curious: 20 Girls Who Grew
Up to Be Awesome Scientists 
by Martha Freeman

Jada's best friend moves away

and school is the last place she

wants to be. She’d rather look for

rocks to add to her collection.

Jada's teacher assigns a class

project on rocks and minerals,

Jada finally feels excited again. 

Frankie Sparks, a third grader is

excited to build her very own

leprechaun trap to get the gift

of good luck. But every trap she

designs fails! Will Frankie find a

way to create some luck? 

Ten-year-old Ruby Goldberg is

determined to win her school

science fair and beat her

nemesis Dominic Robinson.

She’s won second place for

the last two years. The trouble

is that Ruby has no ideas.

All about twenty amazing

scientists who came from all kinds

of life experiences. Some grew up

rich. Some grew up poor. Some

were the smartest kid in class.

Some struggled to do well in

school. But all were born curious. 



Where She’s From 
Mexico City, Mexico
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Dr. Villegas was born in 1924 in Mexico City. At the time, it was uncommon and

difficult for women to become scientists. However, she followed her passion for

chemistry and nutrition, earned her master’s and doctorate degrees, and then led

the International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center. Her invention of “quality

protein maize” earned her the World Food Prize in 2000, the first woman to earn

that award! She was named “Woman of the Year” in Mexico. Her work has

helped people all over the world get the nutrients that they need to be healthy.

pozole, grits, corn nuts, popcorn, jellybeans or cornbread?

Then you’ve eaten one of the most common foods in the

WORLD - maize, or maíz in Spanish, and corn in English. Maize

is a staple food, meaning that it is a central part of many

people’s diet. Unfortunately, maize is missing two important

nutrients that humans need. We can become malnourished

(not getting enough nutrients) if maize is our main source of

food. Dr. Evangelina Villegas used her knowledge of science

to develop and grow a NEW type of maize that had more

nutrients and therefore made maize something that people

could eat more regularly and be healthy.

SHEro: Evangelina Villegas

Why She's Awesome: 
Evangelina developed a type of

maize (corn) that helped prevent

malnutrition around the world!

Have you eaten....



How Gross Can It Grow? 

What to Do: Create Your SamplesWhat You Need 
from Your Box

 

Ever wonder how washing your hands

helps keep everything around us

clean? In this activity, you’ll use bread

as a sample to test if hand washing

makes a difference in the amount of

bacteria and germs on your hands.

You’ll make observations over eight

days to see if bacteria and germs

grow into something you can see!

What You Need 
from Home

3 pieces of bread

3 sandwich bags

4

Take out the bags with the  ‘control’, ‘clean

hands’, and ‘dirty hands’. 

Control Sample- Use tongs to slide a piece of

bread into the sandwich bag labeled ‘Control’.

Do not touch the bread or inside of the bag

with your hands. Seal the bag shut and place it

on a table or other flat surface where it can sit

for a week without needing to be moved.

Control

Dirty Hands Sample- Take one piece of bread

and touch both sides with your hands

repeatedly (this works especially well if it’s

been awhile since you washed your hands!).

Place this piece of bread in the bag labeled

‘Dirty Hands’.  Seal the bag shut and put it

next to the control bag.

Dirty
Hands

Control Clean
Hands

Dirty
Hands

tongs



How Gross Can it Grow?

5

 

Clean Hands Sample - First, wash and dry your hands.

Take one piece of bread and touch both sides with your

hands repeatedly. Place this piece of bread in the bag

labeled ‘Clean Hands’. Seal the bag shut and put it next

to the 'control' and 'dirty hands' samples.

Clean
Hands

Observe 
Look at the bread samples once a day over the next 8 days and record what
you see in the table below. Be sure to leave your bags sealed shut and only
make observations you can see!

Day

Day 1

Example
a few light green and
white spots on bread 

many green patches
on bread

largest green and white
patches, looks squishy

Day 2 

Day 3 

Day 4 

Day 5 

Day 6 

Day 7

Day 8 

Control Sample Dirty Hands Sample Clean Hands Sample



 

 

How Gross Can it Grow?
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Reflect

Connection

Which of your bread slices changed the most over the eight days?

Did you notice a difference between your clean hands and dirty hands samples?

We wash our hands to not pass along germs and other bacteria. Did your samples

show that hand washing works? Was there more mold on your dirty sample?

In this activity, you used bread to grow bacteria and mold
from your hands. Scientists use petri dishes in a similar
experiment to see what types of bacteria and mold are on
different surfaces. Petri dishes are clear, round dishes filled
with agar, which is a substance that bacteria like to eat.
Scientists use a swab to rub on a surface (which is similar to a
Q-tip), then they rub the swab on the petri dish and watch to
see which bacteria (and how much) grows! 
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When Claudia was young, she loved to

read and write. In high school, she had an

internship at NASA where she fell in love

with planets and moons in our solar

system. She decided to study planets and

moons, and eventually worked her way to

be a lead scientist at NASA and became

Dr. Alexander. 

She led a mission with a spacecraft called

Galileo to study the moons of Jupiter. That

mission discovered 21 moons, including

one that had an atmosphere (which is very

unusual). She also studied the planets

Venus and Saturn and then started to

study comets. Dr. Alexander was the lead

scientist to study a comet on the Rosetta

mission where the spacecraft had to

actually land on the comet - an amazing

feat! Thanks to Dr. Alexander, we now

know more about comets. Dr. Claudia

Alexander is proof that you can learn new

skills and information through practice!

SHEro: Dr. Claudia Alexander

Dr. Claudia Alexander led NASA

scientific research on planets, moons,

and comets!

Why She's Awesome

Where She's From
Vancouver, British Columbia, and

grew up in Santa Clara, California

When you look up at the night sky, there are

so many beautiful, shiny objects that you

can see. Some are stars, some are planets,

and on special occasions, you can see

comets. Dr. Claudia Alexander's life mission

is to study special celestial objects so that

we can understand our universe better.

7



What To DoWhat To DoWhat To Do

Balloon Rockets

8

Do you ever wonder how rockets make it to the rightDo you ever wonder how rockets make it to the rightDo you ever wonder how rockets make it to the right

location?location?location?      In this activity, you will get a chance toIn this activity, you will get a chance toIn this activity, you will get a chance to

design two rockets. Can you create a rocket thatdesign two rockets. Can you create a rocket thatdesign two rockets. Can you create a rocket that

goes in the right direction after blast off?goes in the right direction after blast off?goes in the right direction after blast off?

What You NeedWhat You NeedWhat You Need   
from Your Boxfrom Your Boxfrom Your Box

paper

2 straws scissors

2 balloons

tape

Cut off the rolled end of the balloon and insert

the straw into the opening.

Take a piece of tape and secure the balloon to

the straw. Test to make sure there are no leaks

by blowing into the straw to inflate the balloon.

If there are any leaks, use more tape!

Use scissors and the RED sheet of paper in your

box to cut out 3 to 4 fins for the rocket. The

fins can be any shape you want (but try to

make them all the same size and shape). 



Balloon Rockets
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Test Your Rocket: 

Blow into the straw to blow up the balloon. 

 Place your finger over the straw opening (be

careful not to let air out!) Aim the balloon end

of the straw in the direction you would like

your balloon rocket to fly.

Tape the fins to the opposite end of your straw

from the balloon.

 

Attach the fins at least a half an inch from the

end so that you can still blow in the straw.

Take your finger

off the opening

and watch your

rocket take off!

Revise your rocket! 

Repeat Steps 1-6, but change the fins or

other parts of the rocket to try to design a

rocket that can travel further. Draw both

rockets below and note which one traveled

further. (You can count the number of

footsteps to measure the distance each

rocket travels.) 



 
Connection:

Have you ever blown up a balloon and just let it go? If so, you

probably know that it flies around without much direction. By

creating the rocket with fins, you can help the balloon fly in a

more direct path, which helps it travel further! 

 

Rocket 

# 1

Rocket 

# 2

Draw your design! How far did it travel? 

Balloon Rockets
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Reflection: 

What did you change in your

second rocket design? 

Did your changes help your

rocket travel further?



Solar System Spinner

What to Do

Color the cardboard circle

(also called a disc). Be

creative with your design, 

this is your solar system! You

can make rings, stars, swirls,

or whatever you want!

Cut about 28 inches of string

from the ball of string in your

box. Thread the string through

the holes and tie a knot on one

end. Slide the disc down the

string so that you have about

the same amount on each side

and the disc is in the middle. 

Hold the string on each

side with the disc in the

middle and flip the disc  

in circles to twist and

wind-up the string. 

Pull each end of the string and then relax

so it loosens a little bit, pull…relax…pull…

relax to get the disk spinning. Keep going

and hear the solar system hum as it spins!

What You Need 
from Your Box

string

circle 

cardboard

scissors

markers

Did you know our 

solar system is like a 

big flat spinning disc? 

Make your own “solar

system” and see how 

fast you can make 

it spin!

www.youtube.com/girlsin
cdenverTo watch a video of this

project in action, go to:

11

ruler



If you’ve ever had a bad cut or surgery,

you might have had to get stitches to

help stop the bleeding and help the

healing process. Unfortunately,

sometimes those wounds can become

infected with bad germs. Getting an

infection from a wound is a very

serious problem in many places that

don’t have access to good medical 

care especially for women after giving 

Iowa City, Iowa
Where She's From:

12

SHEro: Dasia Taylor

Why She's Awesome:
She invented color-changing

stitches to help people know

when an infection has started 

 in a cut or a wound.  

Have you ever 
needed stitches 

for a cut?

From a young age, Dasia has wanted

to become a doctor. When she was in

high school, she entered a science fair

to see if she could think of a better

way to detect infections with stitches

(also called “sutures” in medicine). She

learned that human skin is normally

acidic (sour, like the same as coffee),

but when an infection is present, it

changes to become more “basic”,

(bitter like baking soda).

motivated Dasia Taylor, a teenager from Iowa City, Iowa, to develop a new

technology to help people know when an infection has developed in a wound.

 birth. It was this knowledge that 

Sometimes deep cuts can

become infected with bad

germs, and that can lead to

serious problems and serious 

 infections.
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SHEro: Daisa Taylor

Dasia then thought about natural

ways to detect these changes, and

realized that beet juice changes color

based on acidity. When skin is healthy,

beet juice is bright red, but when

there’s an infection, it changes to

purple! Sutures with beet juice on

them could be an easy way to detect

an infection, and this was an easy and

inexpensive solution that could be

used all over the world. 

It's time for the Girls thINC Outside the Box

Challenge! Our SHEero Dasia Taylor

thought of a problem in the world that she

wanted to solve with science. Is there a

problem you want to solve with science?

Tell us about it! Send us your idea by email,

For her invention, Dasia won the

Seaborg Award at the Regeneron

Science Talent Search in 2021. We

hope that her invention will change

women’s health around the world!

snail mail, or come to the Zoom party to share your idea there!  

Girls Inc. of Metro Denver
Attn: GTOB Contest
1499 Julian Street 
Denver, CO 80204

email us at :

GTOB@gidenver.org



What You Need 
from Your Box

What You Need 
from Home

What To Do

Build your own kite and see if

movement changes the way it flies

14

Raise your heart rate while 

raising your kite! 
 

Will your kite fly higher or better if

you just stand still, walk, or run? 

 

 

Heart Rates & Kite Heights!

kite 
template

scissors markers

2 
straws

paper 
cliptape string

plastic
bag

Carefully cut out the kite from the

Kite Template

Decorate your kite using markers

and any other decorations. 

Cut the length of the two straws

so they will fit the area marked for

the straws.

Tape the straws

into place.

extra decoration 
for your kite

Cut two pieces of string to about

3 feet long. Tie a string through

each hole.  Be sure to tie them

tight, but not SO tight that you

tear the paper.

stopwatch 
or timer



Attach the tail to the bottom center of the kite

with tape (see picture below) If you add more

than one tail to your kite, make sure they are all

in the middle. 

15

Heart Rates & Kite Heights!

Tie the opposite end of both strings together to one

end of a paper clip.

Cut another piece of string, also about a 3 feet

long. Tie one end of the string to the other end of

the paper clip.

Cut the plastic bag into strips to make a kite tail.   If

the bag has handles, cut straight across to remove

them. Then, keep cutting straight across to create

rings. Cut each ring once to make a long strip for

your kite tail. 

Your kite is now ready to fly! Go outside, and find a

place you can run with open space above you

(away from trees and powerlines!) 

Start by holding the bottom of the string in one hand,

and the kite in the other hand. Start to run slow and

let go of the kite while holding onto the string. Speed

up to observe how the kite flies at different speeds.



Heart Rates & Kite Heights!

   HOW TO CHECK YOURHOW TO CHECK YOURHOW TO CHECK YOUR   

HEART RATEHEART RATEHEART RATE

16

Find your pulse either by holding two fingers over your

wrist or on your neck. Count how many beats you feel

in one minute, use your stop watch or timer. 

Resting Heart Rate: Check your heart rate when you are standing and

haven't been running. This number is your resting heart rate.

 

Walking Heart Rate: Check your heart rate after walking with your kite.

Is it different from your resting heart rate?

 

Running Heart Rate: Check your heart rate after running with your kite. Is

it different from when you were standing or walking? 

 

Reflection: Did your kite fly best when you walked, jogged or ran? Why

do you think this is?

 

TRY THIS:TRY THIS:



What To DoWhat To DoWhat To Do
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Under Pressure: How Lungs Work

Lungs are important organs that get oxygen into your body.

You may have noticed how important they are when you

run and breathe fast. In this activity, you will create a lung

model to help understand how lungs work to breathe

oxygen in and out. You will even see how hiccups work too!

What You NeedWhat You NeedWhat You Need   
from Your Boxfrom Your Boxfrom Your Box

What You NeedWhat You NeedWhat You Need   
from Homefrom Homefrom Home

scissors clear plastic drink bottletape 2 balloons

Ask an adult

 to cut off the 

bottom inch of the water

bottle by using scissors 
Place one balloon in the top of

the water bottle. Fold the

opening of the balloon around

the rim of the bottle. Tape around

the rim of the water bottle a few

times so that it helps seal where

the balloon meets the plastic rim.

Make sure the balloon is taped

really tight so that no air escapes!



Gently pull down on the

balloon by the knot on the

bottom of your model. This

should cause air to flow

 into the top balloon 

'lung' in your 

 model.

Use this knotted balloon and

stretch the open end over

the bottom of the bottle. Use

tape to seal the balloon to

the bottle so that no air

escapes at this end too!

 

Tie a knot at the top of

the other balloon. Cut

the balloon in the middle

of the round bottom.

18

Under Pressure: How Lungs Work

Slowly release the bottom

balloon knot and watch as the

top balloon deflates, releasing

air from your lung model.

knot

Cut



When you pull down on the knot, the balloon inside

the bottle inflates (sucks in air) and when you let go

the balloon deflated (pushes air out)! Inside your

body, you have two lungs that work together, and the

diaphragm is below them. Air goes in and out of both

of your lungs at the same time. This model just

represents one lung. 

Reflection:
This model shows how lungs work! The balloon at the

bottom works like your diaphragm—a strong muscle

that expands and contracts to cause your lungs (the

balloon on the inside of the bottle) to fill with air and

then empty out again. To breathe in, your diaphragm

contracts (gets smaller and flat) to make room for air

to get sucked inside the lung. To breathe out, your

diaphragm relaxes (folds up like a dome) into your

chest pushing all the air out of your lungs. The

movement of both balloons matches how your

diaphragm and lungs work together. 

Feel your breath
 by putting your hand on
your belly. What do you

notice? Why do you think
your belly expands when

you breathe in? 

19

Under Pressure: How Lungs Work

Connection: Hiccups!
Hiccups happen when your diaphragm tightens.

Try modeling hiccups by pulling down on the knot

quickly. Does the movement of the lung balloon

match what your lungs feel like when you have

the hiccups?

Diagphram
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As you know from building the Lung Model in the last

activity, the diaphragm (the large muscle in our abdomen) is

what inflates and deflates our lungs so we can breathe! We

are going to practice a type of deep and controlled

breathing called “Belly Breathing.” 

Now take a deep breath. Does more of your body move? What parts move? 

 

Deep breaths require more of your body! In a deep breath, the diaphragm

contracts a lot and gets really flat so both the belly and your chest move. 

Did you know that YOU can slow down your heart rate?!
When we get scared, stressed or anxious (feelings we all experience) our body

starts the “fight, flight, or freeze” mode. We take fast and short breaths and our

heart beats faster. When we take a deep Belly Breath, it tells our body to start to

relax. Our heart rate starts to slow down. So you can control your heart rate with

your breath! Let's try it! 

Mindfulness & Belly Breathing

20

Take a small and shallow breath. Notice how only the chest expands.

http://www.pbs.org/parents/adventures-in-learning/2014/01/emotion-journal/
http://www.health.harvard.edu/mind-and-mood/relaxation-techniques-breath-control-helps-quell-errant-stress-response


What You Need
from Home

stuffed animal (optional)

What to Do

Mindfulness & Belly Breathing

21

How does your body feel? How does it feel compared to BEFORE you started belly

breathing? When could you use belly breathing? Who can do belly breathing? Could

you teach someone belly breathing if they needed help to relax or calm down? 

Start by breathing

normally. What part of

your body moves when

you breathe? What

does it feel like?

Lie on your back and relax all

your muscles. Place your hands

or a stuffed animal on your belly.

It is best to start this activity when you are already

feeling calm. This will help you be more aware of what

being calm feels like and then when you have

practiced enough you can use belly breathing when

you are in stressful situations to calm yourself down.

With your mouth

closed, breathe in

through your nose for

four seconds or until

you feel like your whole

chest is filled with air,

all the way down to

your belly!

Hold the air in for four

seconds!

Slowly blow all the air

out through your

mouth (like blowing

through a straw) untill

you feel your lungs

and belly deflate.

Now do it again! Keep repeating steps 4 - 6 until you start to feel even

more calm and relaxed.  

Notice how your hands
or your stuffed animal 

move up when you
breathe in.

REFLECT



Bucaramanga, Colombia, and

now lives in Denver, CO.

Where She's From:

Why She's Awesome:
She’s an electrical engineer that

works to get more women into

engineering fields!

One of the hardest parts about moving to a new place is not knowing anyone,

and not having your friends there to support you! Now imagine moving to a new

place where you don't even know the language! That’s exactly what happened to

Laura (Torres) Mersmann when she moved from Colombia, in South America, to

Kansas at the age of 12. Her family came to the U.S. for her dad’s job, and Laura

didn’t know any English. But she loved math, and because math is the same in

any language, she was able to do well in that subject. Laura worked hard and

eventually went to college to learn computer and electrical engineering at

Kansas State University.

SHEro: Laura (Torres) Mersmann

22

Today, Laura is an electrical engineer at Burns & 

McDonnell where she works on all kinds of projects 

that need electricity, from helping water get to 

your house, to powering the machines that make 

potato chips and crust-free peanut butter and 

jelly sandwiches. Laura’s job as an engineer is 

challenging because there are not many women 

working in engineering today, and it’s hard when 

you feel like you’re the only one. However, she never 

forgets the feeling of being in a new and challeng-

ing environment and she works hard to get more women into engineering and

other similar fields. Laura helped create a group at her work work that supports

women engineers, and she's an advisor for Girls Inc. of Metro Denver’s Eureka

STEM Program. Her hope is that more women will become engineers in the

future, maybe even you!

All girls (just like you) deserve
the opportunity to explore
the STEM world and see if it's
something they are
passionate about.
Discovering the potential of
this passion will open many
doors for not only them, but
all the girls that come after!



What to Do

What You Need 
from Your Box

Paper may seem flimsy on it’s own, but in the right

shape and with the right design, it can be strong!

When designing a building, there are often many

needs, like being a certain size, height, and being

able to withstand use. 

scissors

In this activity, you will be the architect, which is

someone that designs buildings. You will build blocks

to design buildings that are both tall AND strong!

23

DESIGN
THE TALLEST STURCTURE

Paper Building Blocks

tape block templates
3 sheets

Find the three sheets of
paper and cut along the solid
lines (you’ll make eight blocks
with each sheet of paper). 
Fold the strips along the
dotted lines to create
triangle blocks.
Tape the ends together to
create your blocks!

CREATE
YOUR BLOCKS 

Use your blocks to build the
tallest structure possible. 
Draw your top three designs
and note how many blocks tall
you built the structure!
Tip: Use pencils or scissors to
help keep your base blocks in
place.

 



Paper Building Blocks
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Example
# of Blocks_20_

drawing of structure

Reflect: Using your journal from the box. 
 

What are some strategies you tried while building the tallest structure possible? 

design 1
# of blocks___

design 2
# of blocks___

 

design 3
# of Blocks___



Paper Building Blocks
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design 1
# of blocks___

design 2
# of blocks___

 

design 3
# of Blocks___

drawing of structure

IMPROVE
STRONG & TALL

Now use your blocks to build a structure that is BOTH

the tallest and strongest.  Can it hold the tape roll? 

Draw your top three designs and add notes about

how many blocks tall you built the structure.

How did you change your design to build a structure that could hold up the
tape roll?
If you could create blocks in a different shape, what shape would it be? 
How would this shape be helpful when building?

Reflect:

Connection:
Triangles, squares, & circles are used in many types of building designs. Some
architects (people who design buildings) create entire buildings out of paper! While
they may not last forever, they do show how strong paper can be when you make it
the right shape! 

Bonus Activity! 
A tube shape is commonly used for support & strength. Try creating some more
structures with any extra paper you have at home to compare paper tubes to your
paper triangles.



Plant hands directly under shoulders (slightly

wider than shoulder width) like you are about

to do a push-up.

Planks: 

Spicy:

What to Do

ABSolutely Strong

Mild: 

Medium: 

Ground toes into the floor and squeeze glutes (butt muscles) to stabilize your

body. Your legs should be working, too — be careful not to lock your knees -

even though your legs are straight, your knees should feel soft.

Keep your neck and spine steady by looking at a spot on the floor about a foot

in front of your hands. Your head should be in line with your back.
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What were some of the strategies you used to keep your paper building tall and strong?

Did you have to balance the pieces? Did you have to keep a strong center so your

building could get taller? Just like buildings, our bodies need to have balance and a

strong core (center) to keep us healthy and strong! We can make our core stronger to

help hold up the rest of our body. So let’s get those bodies moving! 

Pick four of the activities to try, do each for 30 seconds 

Pick six activities to try, do each for 30 seconds

Do each movement in order! 
One minute for each activity with 30 second rest time in between 

ABSolutely Strong

https://greatist.com/fitness/how-do-perfect-push


Lie on your back with your feet together–legs straight–

and reach your arms above your head.

Next, tighten your stomach to work your abs (stomach

muscles), and with both feet together, lift your 

Banana Boat:

Lie down on your back, with your feet on

the floor, knees bent.

Place your hands on either side of your

head in a comfortable position.

Bend your hips and waist to raise your body

off the ground. Squeeze your abs to help

you sit up - try not to pull yourself up from

the neck. 

Lower your body back to the ground into

the starting position by using your abs. 

Repeat.

Sit ups: 

Lie down on your back with arms above your head on the floor.

Accordion Crunches: 

Bring your knees toward your body while also

crunching forward and reaching toward your 

      heels with your hands at your sides.

 
Reverse movement back to starting position.

This completes one crunch. 
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legs about 1-2 feet off the ground. As you are doing 

this, raise your head and shoulders off the ground.

Remember to keep your arms and legs straight.

Your body will be in the shape of a banana, and you

will feel muscles being worked all the way up and

down your stomach.

 

ABSolutely Strong



ABSolutely Strong

Get in a plank position (page 26).

Bring one knee to your chest, then back out

again, bring the next knee to the chest and

then back out again. 

Speed up until it looks like you are      

 "running" against the floor.

Keep going! 

Mountain Climbers: 

 

Sit with bent knees and your feet flat,

pressing firmly into the floor, holding your

hands next to your chest. 

Sit back slightly, keeping your spine straight. 

Exhale as you twist to the left, over to the

left side. Inhale back to center.

Twist over the opposite side.

Russian twist:

 

Lie down on the floor with palms facing up

and at your sides. 

Keep knees bent and heels close to your butt. 

Lift shoulders and head midway off the floor

and reach your fingers toward your toes by

bending side to side. 

Left and right tap is 1 count. 

Penguin touches:
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Lay on your back with your legs straight up in the

air. You should look like a capital L! 

Tighten your lower abs (stomach muscles) and

reach your arms up to touch your toes.

Keep those arms and legs straight, you’ve got this! 

Toe Touches:

 

ABSolutely Strong



Anchorage, Alaska, and now lives in

San Diego, California

Where She's From:

Sarah grew up in Anchorage, Alaska, and is Iñupiaq (Alaska Native). Her mother’s

family is from a village on the coast called Unalakleet (YOU-nuh-luck-leet).

Changes in sea levels, waves from strong storms, and quick changes in temperature

caused by changes in ocean temperatures and winds can harm the village.
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There are many types of dust, but Dr. Sarah

Aarons is really interested in the dust that the

wind blows in from thousands of miles away.

That dust contains information about the

Earth's history and can provide examples of

how the Earth’s climate is changing.

Did you know that when

you look up in the sky or

take a deep breath, you

might be breathing in

small pieces of dust? 

Why She's Awesome:
She studies the chemistry of dust found

in Arctic snow to understand climate

change on Earth!

SHEro: Dr. Sarah Aarons

The wind also carries dust from far-off places, and this

dust sometimes lands in the Arctic. Sarah has found a

way to study the chemistry of this dust to be a detective

and figure out where it originally came from.
Sarah studies thechemistry of rocks,dirt, and dust.

She hopes that this information

will help people that live along the

coast be able to prepare for a

changing climate on Earth.



Word Search
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Search for the words listed below and circle
them! Check your answers on page  32.



The Same and Different
As humans, there are things that make many of us similar,

things that most of us have in common. For example,

humans have a head with a nose, a mouth, and teeth.

There are also things that make us individuals, and 

different from most other people; like the way we like to dress, or the scars we

have. In this next activity, your challenge is to reflect on some of these

similarities and some of the differences.

What You Need
from Your Box

something to write with 

What You Need
from Home

What to Do

 

Imagine you are an alien who has just arrived on the planet

Earth for the first time. When you look around to observe all the

humans, what are some things you notice that all or most of

them have in common? What is all similar about them?

(Examples: They have two eyes, or the food they eat helps keep

them alive and moving.)

Now take a closer look at just a few humans and observe their

differences. Observe at least two humans that live in one

house. Use your own house for this observation. For example,

observe yourself and your sibling. How many differences can

you find on the outside (Examples: Do you wear different shoe

sizes? Do you have the same length hair?) and on the inside

(example: Do you like the same kind of music? foods?)
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your journal and pencil
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